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“The subject of my art is the earth - as a territory, as a part of history, but also the energy 

space. It is an engaged approach that links art with many philosophical andethical issues.” 

                                                                                                                                          Djordje Stanojevic

                                                                                 

PAINTINg Of ThE EARTh
A very long time ago, according to a legend, when the first humans asked the earth what it was, it replied 
it was nobody and nothing, but if one worked on it and took it in their hands then it was everything one 
wanted. In the Middle Ages, people believed that writing a book, putting letters into rows, was plowing. I’m 
saying this because of a concept dedicated to the earth.

We are all made of the earth on which we were born and we bear all its characteristics. The earth, as a medi-
um, holds great power. It carries within itself the history, psychology and existentiality of a certain area. I paint 
that area, in which I live, in its totality. I paint it with its own means. That is why I use muck, mud, tailings... All 
the materials that carry the life ergonomics of that area.

When I say paint, I mean all the instruments in possession of modern art, from the most classic to the most 
modern experiences. The choice of materials is of crucial importance to me. They are largely those who hold 
the existentiality of a specific area.

The process of making the works is long. It unravels in the same way as the changing of seasons in nature or 
as patiently and slowly as a tree or a man grows. I watch those works as they are created. They are always a 
surprise, both to me and to the viewer. I try not to paint nature, but rather to paint as nature. From nature I 
learn the process of creation, spontaneous and surprising.

The rudimentary, the vital and insistence on the elementary make up the key conceptual framework within 
which my art moves. Joseph Beuys used the term pre-visual. For him, it is somethin undifferentiated and cha-
otic, like butter or felt, which exists within man as energy and which wants to express itself.

The earth in its natural form is the key element that weaves through nearly all my works. It is real and cannot 
be copied, simulated or made. Precisely in that fact lies its strength.

I have inherited the manner of expression of people from this region. It is a way of inarticulately reading the 
earth through the signs carved into tools and weapons. In this region, we have not had the opportunity to 
go through classic periods of art and to form a clear aesthetics. History did not allow it. Wars cut down entire 
generations, whose successors always started everything from scratch. Culture, aesthetics and the civiliza-
tional layer of experience were always short-lived and very quickly disappeared in bloody wars. The manner 
of expression is crude and gnarly, but very alive.

I believe that the only chance of my research work is a non-aestheticized and “uncultured” art. An art made 
from a life that is very cruel and strong. It shivers, it is afraid, it is gnarly, but also very vital. It carries the energy 
of a tree that suffers all seasons, that is never perfect and technologically correct, but is alive and beautiful.
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PAINTINg WITh NATuRE

Đorđe Stanojević’s art exploits those potentials of the humanistic and utopian heritage of Moderne Art which 
attempt to reconcile in different ways the antagonisms created in the relationship between nature and cul-
ture. Syntagmas painting like nature or painting with nature assume a confrontation with the core of these 
forces and their intersections in an attempt to establish a new delicate order of balance.

Based on the artist’s initial experience with Nature, it seems that this artwork, in its beginning, reflected a kind 
of instinctive and tempestuous youthful rejection of the omnipresent corruption of the advertizing industry 
and culture of consumerism the artist directly works for. Initially, it is possible to understand these processes 
of reconciliation with nature as a kind of reaction to the “other side” of culture and its protocols as well as a 
form of escapism from that kind of (non-)culture that “petrifies” the vital processes of a community. However, 
in time, only when the artist appropriated the experience of direct cohabitation with nature was he able to 
achieve a more authentic connection with an alternative culture of work, tentatively uncorrupted and an 
open structure of artwork. The artist only gradually developed his major idea around the “energy of artwork” 
– in this specific case an art object that is constructed around the rudimentary material of earth and the pro-
cedures related to the creative practice and ergonomics of the land.

At first glance, and according to the artist’s own interpretation, the impact of Joseph Beuys, the apologist 
of the healing power of matter and the founder of the idea of Social Sculpture in art, on his work is under-
standable. However, because Stanojević’s art never reaches the threshold of socially or politically engaged 
art, it may seem that post WW2 avant-garde movements such as the Italian arte povere influenced his art to 
a grater extent, especially the work of Giuseppe Penone – who actively reflected in the past decades on the 
dialectics between nature and culture and insisted on the work-in-progress concept doing so in the context 
of evocating the primordial power of the telluric or the magical in art.

Conceptually this art is organized around a few basic procedures which can, for this occasion, be named as 
“painting with earth”. By approaching actions of creative practice of a given circumstances and the time of 
earth – the phenomena of active time spent working with earth and the earth meditation that inspired so 
many philosophies, in this particular case – the work of the artist in the studio corresponds to the daily ac-
tivity of a worker or peasant cultivating the soil. The gradual abolition of the vertical plane on the painting 
positioned on an easel on account of the horizontal one and integrating the earth’s material, its rudimentary 
elements like: the soil, mud, excrement, chaff or iodine – creates a concept of an artwork series of newly cre-
ated paintings-objects functioning as cartographic diagrams of earth and its history or a geology of the pic-
torial matter that subtly thematizes each individual existentialist experience. By interposing manufactured 
tools in his ground arrangements as objets trouvés the artist poetizes the connection with the vanished pre-
industrial cultures recreating the life of a community organized around harmonized ergonomic structures in 
an almost palpable way.

A parallel evocation of the energy of vital processes such as: fertilization, growth, harmony, erosion or fos-
silization – thematizes subtly in Stanojević’s works the apologetics of the telluric together with the idea of 
human existence. Although the anonymous living matter of earth shares this fate of the time of earth and 
resistance of matter, traces of lost cultures and their activity - it however has its place in the artist’s work as a 
vital counterpoint to the cultural vestiges. In his attempt to overcome the dichotomy between culture and 
nature, manufactured production and biological growth, Stanojević creates a kind of utopian projection of 
a world in which man’s trace in nature would accept the formal organization of living matter. Or maybe it is 
the other way round: this utopia would evoke earth’s living matter, always in a process of renewal, through 
the most unusual biological and geological formations of initial growth – ascending, uncontrolled upward 
growth, rotation, spiral or crystal formations, fossilization – gestures that seem to be obeying the implicit 
rules of an inner order recreating the measure of existentialist opposition or instinctively following instruc-
tions of transcendental geometry.
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The artist establishes, by a creative revival of working with earth, a meta-language that reveals hidden proce-
dures of activity in nature and constantly connects them with the processes of his own growth or the growth 
of the anticipated social utopia. Stanojević insists more on the creative process than on the object itself thus 
creating not just one being but one becoming. Our notion of the world and space is sensitized by contact, 
creative activity, imbuement of elements of the initial order of nature and man’s intervention, organic rapid 
growth and the controlled activity of the hands that passes through all strata of the earth and its history, 
through traces of resistance to matter and its civilization heritage. Space itself, always redefined by a new 
exhibition, is brought to life in the context of the artwork’s open structure - an imaginary archeological site of 
magically entwined human gestures within this sensitive balance of coexistence between nature and culture.

Jelena Krivokapic, Belgrade, 2013

ThE POWER Of ThE EARTh

History took a strange course in this region of ours. A meeting place of different cultures and religions was 
in equal measure a place of conflicts and wars. The numerous armies and conflicts that passed through this 
territory left visible traces and marks on the culture and lives of the people who experienced them. After 
each battlefield, we started over and the lack of continuity resulted in art that never went through its classical 
period, because it always started from zero. Along with all the issues and problems, art in this region, apart 
from fighting for its own expression, has fought for the right to exist in an environment that always had other 
priorities.

In his latest cycle of works, Djordje Stanojevic brings us back to the earth, trying through certain objects and 
experiences to make himself and others aware of the existential feeling of creating art. In that process, which 
is often unconscious, primaeval and unadulterated, he has one thought, or better yet one feeling, which is, in 
a way that is crystal clear, transferred into each of the materials he works with. Be it wood, metal or the earth 
itself, Stanojevic manages to carry existential restlessness into the material and thus reach the essence, the 
viewer. His message is clear and simple. Everything passes, everything changes, art records, carries and is the 
only one capable of taking us above the mud we live in. In an essential way, he connects the universal ques-
tions our ancestors asked themselves the first time they made drawings on cave walls.

When Picasso saw the cave paintings in Altamira, he said that in all this time we haven’t learned anything. We 
invented, changed, complicated and in the end ruined everything. What was important and true had always 
been right in front of us, but we didn’t see it. Nature itself changed very little, rather man’s attitude toward 
it did. Modern art used nature in different ways. From complete ignorance to having an apologetic attitude 
toward it and involving all of its potentials in the expressive specter of art. Stanojevic has developed a specific 
and subjective attitude toward the earth and nature. It stems from a lot of hard work that is the foundation 
of every creation presented by an artist. That is why Stanojevic asks himself and all of us: “Can it be more dif-
ficult?” For Djordje, the earth is a metaphor of art, difficult, sometimes dirty and awkward, unadulterated and 
honest. The artist contemplates it intensely, draws it into different contexts, gives it new meanings. On the 
one hand, it represents years of thinking and reaching fundamental laws and properties of artistic practice 
as the only possible field of activity that is capable of dealing, in the most honest manner, with all that makes 
life itself and nature a unique and unrepeatable experience. Without the trivialities and banalities of everyday 
life and daily political affairs, the artist through his works creates a reality in which the earth and nature are 
again part of our lives.

Even though he does not insist on the aesthetic moment, the paintings and objects from this series, full of 
raw power and energy ingrained in matter, are beautiful in a way. However, their beauty does not emanate 

from liekable forms or sophisticated materials or refined processing; their beauty comes from nature itself. 
These non-aestheticized “gnarly” objects carry within them a life force that has been passed from generation 
to generation, leaving marks in time and material. These works don’t need to be beautiful to sell, they are 
such because they are, because they exist.

We are increasingly often witnessing criticism of modern art, claiming that it has lost the honesty and de-
sire to tackle concrete existential problems, and existential is precisely the chief characteristic of Stanojevic’s 
work. It is not just a platitude or just another concept around which a certain poetics or theory is built. The 
artist truly wants to create a link with the earth and thereby leave his mark in time. Nature and the earth as 
an environment with concrete historical features and the existential restlessness that environment creates is 
his starting and finishing point.

That may be best reflected in the soil rakes, tools that are constantly in direct contact with the earth and na-
ture, the works that demonstrate that in a symbolic way. They are the instruments of our survival, witnesses to 
the tears, blood and sweat from which our civilization and culture arose. They are like some strange collector 
that gather the experiences, memories and stories of our region. Another important element in Stanojevic’s 
work is iodine, which is in some way the pattern and model of life in these parts. It is strong, hard and bitter, 
just like the artist’s struggle and the process of creating a work of art. The paintaings created through a chem-
ical reaction, by eroding matter itself, provide a unique visual experience. That incredible battle between the 
base and the elements reflects all the natural processes and the paradigm of the struggle for art.

The earth in its natural form and state is the key element present in nearly all of Stanojevic’s works. It is raw 
and real, it cannot be copied, simulated or made. It is what it is and precisely therein lies its power. The earth 
is our link with the past and our hope for the future. The connection man created to nature and the earth is 
complex, unique and eternal. In the overall race and chaos of everyday (non)life, that connection is slowly 
disappearing. Stanojevic’s art is not created at an order, or on a whim, but rather from a need to re-establish 
that connection and make it current again. It is created from the artist’s necessity, from the inevitability of the 
moment in which the artist does what he does primarily for himself.

Sasa Janjic, Belgrade 2012   
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PrIMAry STrUCTUrE, installation, earth and pigment, 2013 PrIMAry STrUCTUrE (detail), installation, earth and pigment, 2013
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PrIMAry STrUCTUrE (detail), installation, earth and pigment, 2013 PrIMAry STrUCTUrE (detail), installation, earth and pigment, 2013
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PrIMAry STrUCTUrE (detail), installation, earth, 2013 GErMINATION, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2013
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GErMINATION, earth, pigment and medium, 150x200cm, 2013GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 150x200cm, 2013
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GErMINATION, graphite, earth and medium, 150x200cm, 2013 GErMINATION, graphite, earth and medium, 150x200cm, 2013
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GErMINATION, Indian ink, earth and medium, 50x70cm, 2012-2013 GErMINATION, Indian ink, earth and medium, 50x70cm, 2012-2013
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012GErMINATION, graphite, Indian ink, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GErMINATION, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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HOUSES, earth, muck, mud, wattle and lime, installation, 2011-2012 GrOWING, earth, muck, wattle and mud, installation, 2011
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 50x70cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 50x70cm, 2012
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GrOWING, earth and medium, objects, 2012

“We are all made of the earth on which we were born and we bear all its characteristics. The earth, as a 
medium, holds great power. It carries within itself the history, psychology and existentiality of a certain 
area. I paint that area, in which I live, in its totality. I paint it with its own means. That is why I use muck, 
mud, tailings... All the materials that carry the life ergonomics of that area.”

Djordje Stanojevic
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION, graphite, pigment, earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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Exhibition,  Gallery SULUV, Novi sad, October 2012 Exhibition,  Gallery SULUV, Novi sad, October 2012
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GErMINATION,  earth, Indian ink and medium, 100x150cm, 2013GErMINATION,  earth, Indian ink and medium, 100x150cm, 2013
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Exhibition,  Gallery Belgrade, Belgrade, December 2013 GErMINATION,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2013
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GErMINATION,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012 GErMINATION,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH, installation, 2013 GErMINATION, earth and medium, 150x200cm, 2012
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  earth, pigment and medium, 150x200cm, 2013 ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  earth, pigment and medium, 150x200cm, 2013
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  earth, iodine and medium, 80x120cm, 2013ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  earth, graphite, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2013
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2013
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2012
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH (detail),  installation, 2012
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ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2013ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2013
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POrTrAIT,  installation, 2013ErGONOMICS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2013
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THE BEAT, objects, old wood, 2012PEOPLE,  objects, old wood, 2012
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COMBS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2011-2013 COMBS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2011-2013
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COMBS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2011-2013 COMBS OF THE EArTH,  installation, 2011-2013
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THE NIGHT, metal object, 2011 THE COMB OF THE EArTH,  object, 2012
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GrOWING,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012GrOWING,  earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GrOWING,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012GrOWING,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012
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GrOWING,  earth, graphite, enamel and medium, 80x120cm, 2012GrOWING,  earth, enamel and medium, 80x120cm, 2011-2012
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GrOWING,  earth, iodine and medium, 80x120cm, 2011-2012GrOWING,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2011-2012
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WINTEr,  frozen earth and medium, 2011DIArIES, iodine, objects, 2010-2011
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Exhibition,  Gallery SULUV, Novi sad, October 2012

“A very long time ago, according to a legend, when the first humans asked the earth what it 
was, it replied it was nobody and nothing, but if one worked on it and took it in their hands then 
it was everything one wanted. In the Middle Ages, people believed that writing a book, putting 
letters into rows, was plowing. I’m saying this because of a concept dedicated to the earth.”

                                                                                                                                           Kosta Bogdanovic
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OPEN BOOK, earth and medium, object, 2011GrOWING,  earth and medium,  object, 150x100cm, 2011
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GrOWING,  earth, pigment and medium, 80x120cm, 2012

TO PAINT LIKE NATuRE

Although it seems very complicated, the definition of the time we live in today is simple. It is:  “Profit has no al-
ternative.”  There is neither God nor man in that definition. Neoliberal capitalism, as the leading system in the 
world, interrupted the reverie of isolated Serbia in 2000 and brought a big change. So much was expected 
from it. It was a projection of a better and more humane life, without war, yet it resulted in a concept that 
boiled down to the fact that profit is the only offered model of reality and that model is sculpted in tune with 
the current power of multinational companies and their marketing budgets.

The marketing of multinational companies shapes a model of reality. It stands between man and his life as a 
sort of prism through which man views everything around him. It is the basis for how man today estimates 
things, defines ethics and creates habits on the grounds of its parameters. It is a virtual world of illusion, 
which Jean Baudrillard calls Simulacra, simulated reality.
 
Art had to react and offer an alternative. New strategies are created on the foundations of microsystems, 
based on which I form my own strategy and methodology of artistic effect, which can be summed up in the 
definition: “To paint like nature.”

The foundations are classical and tied to the Belgrade school of painting, which, in essence, possesses pictori-
ality and a highly disciplined attitude toward the painting. Those foundations were laid by Nedeljko Gvozde-
novic and Ljubica Sokic. Professors Marija Dragojlovic and Milica Stevanovic weaved that sort of approach 
into the first days of my education at the Faculty of Fine Arts in Belgrade. To learn to draw, to build an ap-
proach to color like to a sound, to create very high density of visual weave. Professor Dragan Lubarda insisted 
on the element of the personal and experimental in drawing and, finally, professor Cedomir Vasic, whose 
classes I attended in my last year at the faculty, insisted on reduction, on purifying the method and awaken-
ing the concept.

For me it has always been more important why I do something than what I do. The need to overcome in-
timism and open the story toward archetype and the collective has led me to Byzantine aesthetics, based on 
which I created my first series of paintings. The Nerezi monastery, near Skopje (XII century), and its paintings 
served as an incentive for a series of large format paintings, which were a sort of modern reading of the ar-
chetypal ontological weft. War, crisis, repression on one side and the paintings that were mirrors for the sky 
on the other, were a reaction to everything that happened around me. It was necessary to add a little sky.

The catharsis of the change brought on by the events of October 5, 2000 had a very strong impact on the 
methodology and way of thinking in Serbian art. The chief culprit no longer existed. He was overthrown. Now 
we were all guilty. Neoliberal capitalism created a new type of social realism in Serbia, which was very clearly 
politicized. It no longer mattered how you worked, rather what you did and whether it served a purpose in 
the creation of a new society of modern consumers. The quality of work no longer existed as a category. It was 
replaced by phenomenology, political position and advertising. Everything was reduced to propaganda as 
the yet unexplored category in Serbia. Most artists abandoned the classic means of expression and took over 
the means of propaganda: billboards, short video form, posters, newspapers… The topics were set: collective 
guilt, war, glorification of western culture…

The frustrating inferiority and planned disregard for all that is classical, historical and fundamental put me in 
a position to radically change the methodology of my work and to try to use the means of communication of 
the new age. I went directly into advertising, deeply believing that it could be a medium of new expression. 
As a diligent student, I graduated from the Saatchi & Saatchi Advertising School in 2001 and became very 
closely acquainted with the new media and computer techniques. What followed was a period of very hard 
work in the biggest advertising agencies in the country. At the same time it was a period of new education 
through workshops and training sessions all over Europe.
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GrOWING,  earth and medium, 80x120cm, 2012

Everything was relativized. The position of the artist turned into plain propaganda. I wanted to make a strategy 
for turning all of that into the same historical quality that is directly linked with the quality of art history. The 
period of new learning and experimenting lasted for 10 years. In that period I obtained the title of art direc-
tor at the most influential advertising agency in the country, Leo Burnett, where I worked from 2003 to 2011. 
All those invaluable experiences brought me to the methodology that emerged after a great experiment 
and involvement in the system of neoliberal capitalism. I reached the conclusion that I had had to enter into 
advertising, so that my art would never have advertising in it. The conclusion was radical and was formed 
gradually, through experience.

Advertising is not art, it is an instrument of propaganda. Today it has been elevated to the level of scientific 
discipline, which is very strictly and rigorously implemented in certain areas, based on market research. Ac-
cording to all sample analyses, communication strategies are formed, which are then, also according to mar-
ket research, visually wrapped into the appropriate design. There is no term “man” in its context, rather the 
term “consumer” is introduced. It is a routine that is always expected and which creates a commercial product 
meant for gaining profit. There are few exceptions when it is used for some greater good or aims for socially 
responsible behavior. Perhaps it can be a means of artistic communication, but definitely not in my case.

A radical methodology of non-violent resistance based on the forming of a sustainable microsystem was 
created spontaneously. The complete removal of advertising from the artistic process. The deliberate return 
to the beginning, to the element of the pre-visual, non-aestheticized, primary, the way nature is. The need to 
leave Belgrade resulted in the forming of a new studio in Osecina (western Serbia), where I completely cast 
aside both new and classic media and started painting with earth, iodine, muck… There is an inscription on 
the wall of the Peggy Guggenheim Museum in Venice: “Changing place, changing time, changing thoughts, 
changing future.” By leaving Belgrade, I took the radical step of abandoning an aestheticized hyperproduc-
tion and moving to the countryside. That has enabled me to realize an artistic methodology I have been 
dreaming of for years, a methodology that makes me one with nature. Not to paint nature, but to paint like 
nature. The difference in method is huge. It is not a descriptive method of creating a landscape, but rather a 
reading of the earth, its translation into the language of contemporary art. 
When I say “paint,” I refer to all visual means of modern art, from the most classic to the most modern experi-
ences. The methodology of work and the concept are important, being a direct reaction to the aggressive 
system around us. That methodology attempts to find a concrete response in the art sphere and a solution 
that would save both the artist and the observer. It simply happened that after a long time spent in the world 
of simulacra, I felt the urge to leave it suddenly and reduce the materials to the natural and elementary means 
of the space I am painting. I dig from the pit located in my backyard. I find the choice of material to be crucial 
for the work process.

The earth in its natural form is the key element in nearly all of my works. It is real and cannot be copied, simu-
lated or created. Precisely therein lies its power. The idea of being born from it and the existential struggle 
of the born is the main motif of this methodology of artistic exploration. It personifies the human existential 
restlessness that I try to weave into the material.

The earth as a medium holds great power. It carries within it the history, psychology and existentiality of a 
certain area. I paint the area in which I live in its totality. I paint it with its own means. That is why I use muck, 
mud, chaff, wood, iodine… All the materials that carry the vitality of the space. 
We are all made from the earth on which we were born and we bear all its characteristics. I try to paint that 
landscape like a tree in the rain, like muddy human faces, like the existential pain of birth and duration and 
like the power of life. I do not paint all that like a figurative ceremonial, but rather like its existential pulse. Is 
that art informel? I think not. It is the art of the earth. Simple and beneficial. The element of overcoming the 
initial energy of Eros and Thanatos is important to me. I wait for that passionate energy to discharge com-
pletely, so that I can paint in peace. After that discharge, simple, calm spiritual paintings are created, which 
hold much greater power than the screams of matter. The earth is quiet and modest, but has great power and 
vitality, it constantly gives birth to new life. The process of creating the works is long. It goes on the same way 
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GrOWING,  earth, graphite, pigment and medium, 70x100cm, 2011-2012

seasons change in nature or as patiently and slowly as a tree grows. I watch my works as they are made. They 
are always a surprise, both to me and to the viewer.

The rudimentary, the vital and insistence on the elementary make up the key conceptual framework within 
which my art moves. Joseph Beuys used the term pre-visual. For him, it is something undifferentiated and 
chaotic, like butter or felt, which exists within man as energy and which wants to express itself. We are all 
made of the earth on which we were born and we bear all its characteristics. I have inherited the manner of 
expression of people from this region. It is a way of inarticulately reading the earth through the signs carved 
into tools and weapons. I often collect them in my studio and after a while, once the critical spiritual energy 
is created, by decision, a usable object becomes aesthetic, a sort of assemblage.

In this region, we have not had the opportunity to go through classic periods of art and to form a clear aes-
thetics. History did not allow it. There is a saying in Vienna, that there is nothing but a battlefield between 
Vienna and Istanbul.  Wars cut down entire generations, whose successors always started everything from 
scratch. Culture, aesthetics and the civilizational layer of experience were always short-lived and very quickly 
disappeared in bloody wars. The manner of expression is crude and gnarly, but very alive. That vitality is a ne-
cessity of the modern man and many great artists, such as film director Wim Wenders, believe that this region 
is ideal for creating art. For the biggest problem of young German artists is that they create their works on the 
basis of other works, rather than on the basis of life. 

I believe that the only chance of my research work is a non-aestheticized and “uncultured” art. An art made 
from a life that is very cruel and strong. It shivers, it is afraid, it is gnarly, but also very vital. It carries the energy 
of a tree that suffers all seasons, that is never perfect and technologically correct, but is alive and beautiful.

In the context of all that, I formed the artistic platform Nature & Art, which gathers artists and theorists with 
a similar concept. The form and means of expression of all these artists are different, but the conceptual es-
sence is the same. The forming of an intellectual microenvironment that gradually expands turned out to be 
the only way to survive in a cold macrosystem. The exchange of experiences, opinions, conversations, joint 
actions, exhibitions, theoretical texts, conferences, works in public space, site-specific works… To see one’s 
work through the eyes of others and to create together. All that sounds like a utopia today, but we are trying 
and managing to achieve all that through the strategy of small steps, as quietly as the water that always finds 
a way through. This platform is not a rebellion, or a manifest, it simply is. Like any existence in nature. It exists. 
Within that strategy lies the radicalism of the approach, which does not define the new vanguard as another 
step forward, toward disaster, but rather a step back, toward nature. The conclusion can be drawn that the 
Nature & Art platform, by all its features, is collective conceptual artistic work. 

Based on this experiment, I also built the Nature & Art gallery. It is located right across from my studio. It 
is built from natural materials, suitable for man. It is an old outbuilding, comprising one room. It is entirely 
made of wood, has one window facing east, while on the floor there is clay brick and a little sand around it. 
The gallery has no design and is just big enough as is necessary for living. Namely, precisely that measure of 
man preoccupies me as the essential question of today and I try to reach it in my art. What is the measure of 
man today, that is the fundamental question of modern civilization. Why has man lost his measure and how 
can he reach it again in order to be in harmony with himself? Can art help him in that segment? Is that kind 
of art, which brings man back to nature, one of the most engaged today? 
I am interested in the relationship between man and nature and the measure of that relationship. That meas-
ure puts man in a position to be grounded. To be one with nature and to find his calm as his happiness in 
such a state.

The gallery is in itself a conceptual work. It was created when I, completely by accident, got a study of the 
cultural heritage of western Serbia. I saw the drafts of houses made by our ancestors more than 200 years ago. 
The abstract geometry of those drafts, reduced to rectangles, in a totally Mondrian manner defined the er-
gonomics of living of the people from this region. The rooms were only as large as necessary. Without design 
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and ulterior motive. The measure of human living determined the concept, size and materials from which the 
gallery was built. Paintings and sculptures live inside it. It is very important that a painting or a sculpture I am 
making has a life of its own. They are like a tree that grows and has its own periods of blooming and bearing 
fruit, but that also has a period of very difficult existential struggle with the environment. They last like any 
other existence in nature, I let them ripen, have their history of creation, pain, downfall, despair, defeat… 
All that makes up the history, maturity and quality of a work. At a certain point I realize that a painting or a 
sculpture can, as ripe, continue living and then I let that life continue in some other spaces. My paintings are 
created like a tree that grows and fights for life. Heavy, gnarly, bitter, like the need to make the old human 
dream of unity and harmony come true. That harmony is not static and idyllic, it is bitter, gnarly, cold, but 
alive. Like a human vertical.

I don’t care what my painting will look like in the end, all that matters is that it is alive. Alive on the inside. 
Painting is that which is unseen. A painting must have aesthetics coming from the inside, rather than from 
the outside. Aesthetics from the outside are of no interest to me, it leads to decoration. The process of crea-
tion is what is important. The end result is only a consequence of the ethics of creation of a painting. “My 
objects are a secondary matter,” said Joseph Beuys.

I paint the way night falls, the way roofs collect the moisture of autumn, the way grass grows in the rain, the 
way clouds move, the beauty of a cold starry sky. Scents, the cold, cruelty, death, birth, joy, light… It’s all in 
the painting. It is the sublimate of all those elements in their totality. I try to bring myself into a state where I 
must paint. rainer Maria rilke said that good art is created from an inevitable need. Through constant work, I 
bring myself into that need, from which a painting then “bursts out” (Jackson Pollock). I don’t care about style, 
what matters is ethics. The result is then consistent even at the level of form. But when I feel that form has 
become imperative for me, I tear it all down immediately. I adhere to the method used by Giacometti, who 
destroyed a sculpture when he entered his studio every morning. He said he did so because he always saw 
farther. I think that is the key to my methodology. Always keep the painting very alive. As soon as the process 
of polishing starts, it should be destroyed. Destruction of the ego. Overcoming one’s own weakness, the way 
that leads farther on. It is always that incredible courage with which a man can go one step further. To be as 
alive as the work. 

That is great excitement. One never knows what result will follow. It should happen. To surprise both the au-
thor and the viewer. Only then does the work carry that substance that is alive and cannot be copied. When 
a painting reaches its maturity, in time, I let it go on with its life and no longer touch it. It is ready for its own 
journey. What is important is that it has received the impulse of life and is grown enough to carry on alone, 
without explanation or discussion. It simply is, like a tree.

Djordje Stanojevic, Belgrade, 2012
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